
Abstract (in English): 

The thesis addresses the phenomenon of Czech Rorate chants. It is focused on the description 

of three Rorate chant books kept in the Dr. Hostaš Museum of National History and 

Geography in Klatovy, under the call numbers RK 79, RK 83 and RK 84. In addition, four 

other chant books that originated in Klatovy are considered in order to highlight the tradition 

of Rorate chanting: a Latin Gradual chant book (CS KL 403), a Czech Gradual chant book 

(CS KL 1) and two partbooks (RK 102 and RK 103). These four chant books and two of the 

above mentioned Rorate chant books (RK 83 and RK 84) were the property of a literary 

brotherhood based in Klatovy, the members of which engaged in Rorate chanting, among 

other activities. In the next part of the thesis, the texts of the Klatovy Rorate chant books are 

compared with the Rakovník Gradual (B 98) and the Hradec Králové Gradual (Hr-11), which 

served as the primary sources for the Rakovník and Hradec Králové Rorate chant ‘editions’. 

Further on, the concept of ‘New Philology’ and the thoughts of Kateřina Smyčková on song 

texts of the early Middle Ages serve as a theoretical basis for interpretation of the results 

arising from the comparison of these manuscripts. The analysis revealed that for Rorate 

chants, variation of text to a different extent, from isolated words to completely different 

songs, is typical. The phenomenon of variation can be observed on all levels of language, 

from the phonological-phonetic level to the syntactic level, with the semantic level (song 

meaning) being the most significantly affected one. High variation, additional edits, additions 

and notes indicate that Rorate chants were “living” texts. The thesis has ten appendices, 

providing overviews of the contents of RK 79, RK 83 and RK 84 and all other manuscripts 

used in the analysis, as well as partial overviews of antiphons and texts occurring in different 

manuscripts. 

 


